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SUMMARY

The migration of cortical projection neurons is a
multistep process characterized by dynamic cell
shape remodeling. The molecular basis of these
changes remains elusive, and the present work de-
scribes how microRNAs (miRNAs) control neuronal
polarization during radial migration. We show that
miR-22 and miR-124 are expressed in the cortical
wall where they target components of the CoREST/
REST transcriptional repressor complex, thereby
regulating doublecortin transcription in migrating
neurons. This molecular pathway underlies radial
migration by promoting dynamic multipolar-bipolar
cell conversion at early phases of migration, and later
stabilization of cell polarity to support locomotion on
radial glia fibers. Thus, our work emphasizes key
roles of some miRNAs that control radial migration
during cerebral corticogenesis.
INTRODUCTION

The cerebral cortex comprises six layers of neurons born in the

progenitor zones of the forebrain. Dorsal cortical progenitors

generate temporal cohorts of neurons that undergo activemigra-

tion to reach their final positions in successive cortical layers

where they extend neurites to finalise contacts with target cells

(Bielas et al., 2004; Casanova and Trippe, 2006; Mandel et al.,

2011; Marı́n and Rubenstein, 2003). Cell migration and branch-

ing require dynamic cell shape remodeling orchestrated both

by extracellular and intracellular cues that ultimately converge

on the cytoskeleton (Heng et al., 2010). Not surprisingly, many

brain disorders characterized by cortical defects arise through

mutations in genes that encode cytoskeletal proteins or their

modifiers (Bai et al., 2003; Creppe et al., 2009; Hattori et al.,
1994; Keays et al., 2007; Pilz et al., 1998; Sossey-Alaoui et al.,

1998). Untangling the mechanisms that drive neuron migration

and integration to appropriate neuronal networks is thus critical

for understanding the biological basis of these disorders as well

as the emergence of cortical architecture, connectivity and func-

tions during development. Although most projection neurons

undergo somal translocation at early phases of corticogenesis,

they combine different migration modes to reach their final posi-

tion at later stages (Gupta et al., 2002). Bipolar progenitors leave

the ventricular zone (VZ) and start radial migration. When they

reach the intermediate zone (IZ), they sprout multiple neurites

and become multipolar (Noctor et al., 2004). This morphological

conversion is a critical regulation step as mutations in genes that

control the multipolar stage often lead to radial migration defects

(LoTurco andBai, 2006).Multipolar-bipolar conversion of projec-

tion neurons is further required for appropriate glia-guided loco-

motion to settle in the cortical plate (Noctor et al., 2004). Over the

past few years, several studies started to define themechanisms

underlying radial migration, and most identified regulators were

actin or microtubule (MT) cytoskeleton-associated proteins

(Heng et al., 2010). In spite of these advances, little is known

about the molecular basis and more particularly the epigenetic

control of cell shape conversion during the successive steps of

radial migration in the cortex.

Epigenetics has recently been extended to the study of

microRNAs (miRNAs), which are endogenous single-stranded

noncoding small RNAs that induce RNA interference and pro-

mote posttranscriptional regulation. MiRNAs regulate signaling

pathways that control neurogenesis (Kawahara et al., 2012;

Lang and Shi, 2012; Shi et al., 2010) including those that orches-

trate successive steps of corticogenesis (reviewed in Volvert

et al., 2012). Slight modifications of their expression have been

associated with a wide range of brain disorders (Abelson et al.,

2005; Hébert et al., 2008; Jimenez-Mateos et al., 2011; Kim

et al., 2007; McKiernan et al., 2012; Stark et al., 2008; Wang

et al., 2009; Willemsen et al., 2011), some affecting cerebral

cortical activity (Aronica et al., 2010; Beveridge et al., 2010;Miller
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et al., 2012). Several miRNAs are abundant in the developing

cerebral cortex, among which some show dynamic expression

that correlates with developmental milestones of the cortex.

Dicer-null mutants are embryonic lethal in mice (Bernstein et al.,

2001). Thus, to bypass early embryonic lethality and analyze

miRNA’s functions in cerebral cortical development, conditional

mouse lines carrying Dicer deletion in telencephalic cells have

been established. Experiments performed with these genetic

models revealed critical roles for Dicer in cortical neurogenesis

(Davis et al., 2008; De Pietri Tonelli et al., 2008; Kawase-Koga

et al., 2009; Makeyev et al., 2007; Nowakowski et al., 2011).

Although cortical phenotypes resulted from loss of mature

miRNAs, functional connections to individual miRNA have been

mostly correlative. In addition, miRNA modulations were per-

formed in progenitors, which may have secondary impact on the

mobility of projection neurons (Clovis et al., 2012; Gaughwin

et al., 2011;Kawase-Kogaetal., 2009;Sunetal., 2011). Therefore,

there is currently no evidence that miRNAs directly control the

migration of postmitotic projection neurons (Volvert et al., 2012).

By combining microarray analyses with conditional deletion of

Dicer in newborn projection neurons and time-lapse recording

on organotypic brain slices, we identified two miRNAs that con-

trol neuronal migration in the developing cortex. Indeed, we

showed that, by targeting elements of the CoREST/REST tran-

scriptional repressor complex, miR-22 and miR-124 control the

expression of Doublecortin (Dcx), a microtubule-associated pro-

tein (MAP) that contributes to the establishment of neuron polar-

ization and radial migration in the cerebral cortex.

RESULTS

Conditional Removal of Dicer in Postmitotic Projection
Neurons Impedes Radial Migration
Disruption of Dicer in cortical progenitors from Dicerlox/lox;

FOXG1Cre/+ embryos (Cobb et al., 2005; Hébert and McConnell,

2000) resulted in major corticogenesis defects (Figures S1A–

S1E), as reported previously (Volvert et al., 2012). Although

projection neurons were misplaced (Figure S1D) in the cortical

wall, we could not decipher whether Dicer cell autonomously

controlled neuronalmigration because loss of glial scaffold integ-

rity (FigureS1C), poor cell survival, proliferation, andspecification

defects (Figures S1B and S1E) secondarily alter radial migration.

Therefore, we analyzed embryos that lacked Dicer specifically in

postmitotic projection neurons. This was achieved by breeding

Dicerlox/lox withNEXCre/+ (Goebbels et al., 2006) (termedhereafter

DicerCKO)mice.Weassessed thedistributionofSatb2-express-

ing upper-layer neurons in postnatal (P) 2 wild-type (WT) or Dicer

CKO cortices. Although most control neurons settled in layers IV

to II, numerous Satb2-postive neurons were misplaced in deep

layers of Dicer CKO cortex (Figures 1A–1C). We next performed

acute deletion of Dicer in a cohort of embryonic day (E) 14 projec-

tion neurons by in utero electroporation (Figure 1D) of plasmids

expressing Cre and GFP under a regulatory sequence of NeuroD

(NeuroD:Cre-GFP) or only GFP (NeuroD:GFP) (Figures S2A and

S2B). Three days after electroporation, NeuroD:Cre-GFP-ex-

pressing neurons selected by fluorescent-activated cell sorting

(FACS) and further analyzed by quantitative RT-PCR (RT-PCR)

had reduced level of Dicer expression, as compared to control
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(Figure 1E). Acute removal of Dicer at E14 impaired neuronal

migration to upper layers (Figures 1F and 1G) without affecting

cell survival (data not shown) or integrity of the glial scaffold (Fig-

ure S2C). Large amounts of Cre-electroporated projection neu-

rons were still detected in deep layers after birth (Figures 1H

and 1I). Most neurons trapped in deep layers expressed the

upper-layer markers Satb2 (layers II–IV; Figure 1K) and Cux1

(layers II–IV; Figure S2D) but not the deep-layer marker Sox5

(layers V and VI; Figure 1J), which supports migration defect

rather than laminar specification. It is noteworthy that neurons

permanently trapped in deep layers harbored unconventional

multipolar shapes at P17 (Figures 1L and 1M). Altogether, these

results show that Dicer is cell autonomously required for proper

migration of projection neurons to upper layers, and they suggest

a direct contribution of miRNAs to radial migration.

Dicer Is Required for Proper Polarization of Newborn
Projection Neurons during Migration
Electroporation of cortical progenitors in E14Dicerlox/lox embryos

led to accumulation of GFP-expressing postmitotic (Ki67 nega-

tive) neurons (Tbr2 negative) in the intermediate zone (IZ) 2 days

later (Figures 2A and 2B). A closer look at the cortical wall re-

vealed accumulation ofmultipolar cells throughout the IZ (Figures

2C and 2D) and the cortical plate (CP), at the expense of bipolar

neurons, after acute removal of Dicer (Figures 2E–2G and S2E).

These results prompted us to analyze the dynamic conversion

of neuron polarity by real-time imaging (Figure 3A). In utero elec-

troporations of NeuroD:Cre-GFP or NeuroD:GFP constructs

were performed in E14 Dicerlox/lox embryos that were further har-

vested at E16 to set up organotypic brain culture. IZ fields were

selected, and GFP-positive neurons were recorded the next

day for 10 hr. We analyzed the dynamic multipolar-bipolar con-

version of cortical neurons (Figure 3A) and showed that the con-

ditional removal of Dicer impaired this process (Figures 3B and

3D; Movie S1). In addition, some bipolar neurons electroporated

with NeuroD:Cre-GFP showed unstable polarity, because they

could not maintain bipolar shape during the recording (Figures

3C and 3E; Movie S2). Migration to cortical plate further involves

a locomotory phase on radial glia fibers (Figures 3A and 3F–3J).

When compared to control projection neurons, Cre-electropo-

rated neurons traveled significantly slower (Figure 3G). However,

they underwent long pauses, which almost never occurred in

control neurons (Figures 3H and 3I). When pauses were sub-

stracted from the analysis, the motility index was comparable in

both conditions (Figure 3J). Interestingly, pauses were associ-

ated with transient loss of cell polarity and most Cre-expressing

neurons were indeed multipolar while pausing (Figures 3K and

3L). In addition, Dicer knockout neurons ended migration by

shorter somal translocation (Figures S2F–S2I). Altogether, these

results demonstrate that Dicer controls the dynamic polarization

of newborn cortical neurons to ensure progression through the

successive phases of radial migration (Noctor et al., 2004).

CoREST Overexpression Contributes to Radial
Migration Defects of Dicer Conditional Knockout
Neurons
Comparative microarray analyses performed on total RNA

extracts from E12 Dicerlox/lox; FoxG1Cre/+ (genetic deletion of



Figure 1. Dicer Expression Is Required for

Proper Migration of Projection Neurons

(A–C) Invalidation of Dicer in postmitotic neurons

impairs radial migration. Drawing of a postnatal

days 2 (P2) brain coronal section (A). Close-up

view of the red boxed area in (A) showing the

distribution of Satb2-positive (Satb2+) projection

neurons in P2 Dicerlox/lox, NEX+/+, or Dicerlox/lox;

NEXCre/+ mouse brains. White arrows point elec-

troporated neurons Satb2 positives (red) trapped

in deep layers (B). Satb2+ neurons scattering in

cortical layers of transgenic mice, genotype as

indicated (C).

(D and E) Acute depletion of Dicer in postmitotic

projection neurons by in utero electroporation

of NeuroD:Cre-GFP-expressing vectors in E14

Dicerlox/lox embryos. In utero electroporation pro-

cedure (left) and cortical patch of GFP-expressing

neurons (green) 3 days after in utero electropora-

tion (right) further microdissected and FACS puri-

fied (grid and gating showing cells of interest in

green) (D). Electroporated cells (NeuroD:GFP or

NeuroD:Cre-GFP) were subjected to FACS for

qRT-PCR analyzes of Dicer expression (E).

(F–K) Acute depletion of Dicer impairs radial

migration to upper layers. Cortical scaterring of

Dicerlox/lox neurons, 4 (F and G) or 7 (H and I) days

after NeuroD:GFP or NeuroD:Cre-GFP in utero

electroporation of E14 embryos. Immunolabelings

of NeuroD:Cre-GFP electroporated cortex with

GFP (green) and deep (Sox5, red) or upper (Satb2,

red) layer marker (J and K; 69.44% ± 3.36% of

GFP-expressing neurons in deep layers are

Satb2+; 2.77% ± 3.14% of GFP-expressing neu-

rons in deep layers are Sox5+; n = 3 brains per

condition).

(L and M) Conditional knockout of Dicer in

migrating projection neurons leads to permanent

defects. Immunolabelings show electroporated

cells (GFP, green) with NeuroD:GFP (L) or

NeuroD:Cre-GFP (M) in P17 cortex, nucleus

counterstaining with Hoechst 33342 (blue). Insets

show detailed morphology of a NeuroD:Cre-GFP

electroporated neuron trapped in deep layers.

CP, cortical plate; IZ, intermediate zone; VZ/SVZ,

ventricular/subventricular zones; FACS, fluores-

cent-activated cell sorting. Scale bars, 100 mm in

(B), (F), (H), (J), and (K) and 200 mm in (M). See also

Figure S1.
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Figure 2. Accumulation of Multipolar Cells throughout the Cortical Wall of Dicer Conditional Knockout Neurons

(A–D) Immunolabelings of brain sections from disctinct Dicerlox/lox E16 embryos electroporated 2 days earlier with NeuroD:GFP (A1 and A2) or NeuroD:Cre-GFP

plasmids (B1 and B2). Most electroporated neurons express GFP (green) but not Tbr2 (blue) nor Ki67 (red) (99.69% ± 0.27% for NeuroD:GFP and 98.77% ±

1.07% for NeuroD:Cre-GFP; n = 3 brains per condition, see magnified field in A2 and B2) (A and B). Electroporated neurons exhibit multipolar morphology (white

arrows) in the intermediate zone (IZ) of the cortical wall (C and D). Accretion of multipolar neurons after electroporation of NeuroD:Cre-GFP (D) but not

NeuroD:GFP (C).

(E–G) Migrating projection neurons have different morphologies (E) after electroporation with NeuroD:GFP (F) or NeuroD:Cre-GFP (G).

uCP, upper; mCP, median; lCP, lower cortical plates; uIX, upper; mIZ, median; and lIZ, lower intermediate zones. Scale bars, 100 mm in (A2) and (B2) and 50 mm in

(C) and (D).
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Dicer in telencephalic cells) and WT cortices allowed the identi-

fication of some differentially expressed genes that control

neuronal polarity in the cerebral cortex (Heng et al., 2008;
4 Cell Reports 7, 1–16, May 22, 2014 ª2014 The Authors
LoTurco and Bai, 2006; Mandel et al., 2011). Selected candi-

dates, including FoxP2 (1.92-fold increase in Dicer knockout

backround), REST (1.94-fold increase), CoREST (2.11 fold
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increase), and Rnd2 (2.32-fold decrease), were analyzed by

qRT-PCR on RNA extracts from FACS-purified neurons from

E17 Dicerlox/lox embryos electroporated in utero with NeuroD:

Cre-GFP or NeuroD:GFP at E14. CoREST, a corepressor that

associates with the transcriptional repressor REST (Ballas

et al., 2005), was the only candidate from our short list (Figures

4A and S3A–S3D) or from published work (stathmin [Westerlund

et al., 2011], neuropilin-1 [Chen et al., 2008], and COUP-TF1

[Alfano et al., 2011]) (Figures S3E–S3H) whose expression was

significantly affected. It is noteworthy that the methyl CpG bind-

ing protein 2 (MeCP2), an additional component of the CoREST/

REST repressor complex, was also slightly increased in Dicer-

depleted neurons (Figure S3I). CoREST is indeed a strong candi-

date because it regulates radial migration (Fuentes et al., 2012),

and its protein expression level decreases between E14 and

birth in the cortex, when most projection neurons reach their

dedicated cortical layer (Figure 4B). These results were further

supported the faint detection of CoREST in the IZ, a cortical re-

gion enriched in migrating neurons (Figure 4C). It is noteworthy

that CoREST expression was heterogenous throughout the

CP, with higher expression in early-born Ctip2-expressing

neurons that halted migration in deep layers, as compared to

upper-layer neurons (Satb2 positives) (Figure 4D). Importantly,

coelectroporating NeuroD:Cre-GFP and CoREST small hairpin

RNA (shRNA) targeting vectors in Dicerlox/lox neurons normalized

CoREST expression to basal level (Figure S3J) and rescued

neuronal polarization (Figures 4E and 4F) and migration defects

(Figures 4G and 4H) without reducing CoREST expression in

cortical progenitors (Figure S3N). On the other hand, in utero

expression of CoREST in postmitotic neurons using NeuroD:

CoREST vectors impaired their migration in the cortex (Figures

S3L and S3M). Altogether, our results suggest that (1) a tight

regulation of CoREST expression by miRNAs is required for

appropriate polarization and migration of projection neurons in

the developing cortex; (2) CoREST accumulates in postmitotic

neurons that reached their final position in the CP.

MiR-22 and miR-124 Promote Radial Migration of
Projection Neurons by Targeting CoREST
We further identified the miRNAs targeting CoREST in migrating

projection neurons by combining two analytical approaches: (1)

a transcriptional profiling of miRNAs performed on cortical ex-

tracts from WT mouse embryos at different developmental

stages (Figure S4); (2) miRNA target predictions (TargetScan,

MicroRNA.org, and Diana-microT V3.0 websites) to identify

conserved miRNA recognition elements (MREs) in the 30 UTR
of CoREST messengers. Hence, we selected miR-22, miR-124

(Baudet et al., 2012), and miR-185 (Figures 5A and S4, see
Figure 3. Loss of Dicer Results in Morphological Instability during Rad

Real-time imaging of NeuroD:GFP or NeuroD:Cre-GFP-expressing Dicerlox/lox n

underwent by neurons during radial migration (A). Percentage of multipolar to bip

time-lapse sequence (hr) (D) or the percentage of bipolar morphologymaintenance

dotted lines) of NeuroD:GFP or NeuroD:Cre-GFP electroporated Dicerlox/lox neuro

(G), average pause number per 10 hr recording (H), average pause duration (I), or

or NeuroD:Cre-GFP vectors. Percentage of electroporated multipolar cells pausin

(hr). The red dotted linemarks the position of amultipolar neuron at standstill during

zone; VZ, ventricular zone. See also Figure S2 and Movies S1 and S2.
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blue arrows). In situ hybridizations with locked nucleic acid

(LNA)-based probes showed expression patterns compatible

with CoREST modulation in distinct regions of the cortical wall

of E16 embryos (Figure 5B). Indeed, miR-22 was detected at

intermediate level throughout the cortical wall, whereas distribu-

tions ofmiR-124 andmiR-185weremostly but not only restricted

to CP and VZ/SVZ, respectively (Figure 5B).

Expression levels of these miRNAs were significantly reduced

in FACS-isolated Dicerlox/lox neurons electroporated 3 days

earlier with NeuroD:Cre-GFP, as compared to controls (Figures

5C–5E). The full-length 30 UTR of CoREST contains predicted

conserved MRE sites for all selected miRNAs (Figure 5F), and

we performed luciferase assays to assess the ability of these

miRNAs to efficiently target CoREST. Cotransfection of a re-

porter plasmid expressing the Renilla luciferase upstream of

the 30 UTR of CoREST (30 UTR CoREST WT) and plasmids ex-

pressing miR-22, or miR-124 specifically reduced luciferase

activity in HEK293 cells (Figure 5G). Despite its bioinformatic

prediction, miR-185 did not interfer withRenilla luciferase activity

after expression of 30 UTR CoREST WT reporter. Moreover, the

30 UTR CoREST plasmids harboring miR-22 or miR-124 MRE

point mutations (30 UTR CoRESTmiR-22MUT and 30 UTR

CoRESTmiR-124MUT, see Figure 5G) were refractory to corre-

sponding miRNAs in this assay, supporting the targeting speci-

ficity of the 30 UTR of CoREST by miR-22 and miR-124

(Figure 5G). We further showed that CoREST messengers were

specifically targeted in the developing cortex by endogenous

miR-22 and miR-124 (Figure 5H). Altogether, these results sug-

gest that miR-22 and miR-124 are expressed in the cortical

wall where they can target the 30 UTR of CoREST in newborn

neurons.

In order to test the contribution of these miRNAs to radial

migration, we performed acute electroporation of specific

antagomiRs and NeuroD:GFP in the IZ of organotypic brain

slices from E14 embryos to block the activity of the correspond-

ing endogenous miRNAs (Figures 5I and S5A). The specific

blockade of miR-22 or miR-124 (Figure S5A) impaired entry of

electroporated neurons into the CP (Figures 5J and 5K). Coex-

pression of antagomiRs that neutralize both miR-22 and miR-

124 did not exacerbate the migration blockade, suggesting

that both miRNAs act on similar critical targets for radial migra-

tion. Electroporation of antagomiR-SCR and antagomiR-185

did not lead to migration defects and were used as controls.

We next intended to rescue the migration defect of projection

neurons that lack Dicer expression, by coelectoporating mimics

for miR-22 and miR-124 (alone or together; Figures 5L and

5M). Our results showed that expression of NeuroD:Cre-GFP

together with either miR-22 or miR-124 mimics (or combination
ial Migration

eurons at E14 in E16 brain slices cultured for a day. Morphological changes

olar cell morphology conversion during 10 hr recording (B), as illustrated by a

(B), as illustrated by a time-lapse sequence (hr) (E). Locomotory paths (colored

ns recorded during time lapse imaging (F). Quantification of migration velocity

motility index (J) of Dicerlox/lox electroporated neurons at E14 with NeuroD:GFP

g during locomotion (L), as illustrated by a representative time-lapse sequence

3 hr, as highlighted by the thick blue line (K). CP, cortical plate; IZ, intermediate

http://MicroRNA.org


Figure 4. Deregulated Expression of CoREST Contributes to Neuronal Migration Defects in Dicer Knockout Embryos

(A and B) CoREST mRNA levels from E17 FACS-isolated NeuroD:GFP or NeuroD:Cre-GFP cortical neurons after in utero electroporation of E14 Dicerlox/lox

embryos (A). Representative western blot of CoREST expression levels in cortical tissues frommouse embryos and pups, the quantification has been performed

on three independent experiments (B).

(C and D) Immunolabelings showing the cortical distribution of CoREST (green) at E17 (C) with DAPI nuclei counterstaining (blue), Satb2 (blue), or Ctip2 (red)

labelings (D). Immunolabelings in the intermediate zone showing electroporated NeuroD:GFP or NeuroD:Cre-GFP Dicerlox/lox neurons expressing shSCR or

ShCoREST vectors at E14 and harvested at E17 (E) or P2 (G) were used for morphological analyses (F) or cortical scattering analysis (H).

CP, cortical plate; IZ, intermediate zone; VZ/SVZ, ventricular/subventricular zones; DL, deep layer; UL, upper layer. Scale bars, 100 mm (C) on the left (G) and

50 mm (C) on the right (E). See also Figure S3.
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of both mimics) promoted migration in the CP to control level

(NeuroD:GFP and miR-SCR-expressing neurons). Together,

these results demonstrate that (1) miR-22 and miR-124 target

CoREST; (2) these miRNAs are expressed in postmitotic
projection neurons where they cell autonomously control radial

migration.

We further performed in vivo experiments to assess the role

played by the endogenous miR-22 and miR-124 during cell
Cell Reports 7, 1–16, May 22, 2014 ª2014 The Authors 7
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shape remodeling of migrating projection neurons. For this

purpose, we electroporated E14 embryos with NeuroD-driven

miRNA sponges that neutralize endogenous miR-22 or miR-

124 (Figures 6A and S5C), and the analysis was conducted at

E17. Electroporation of those constructs impaired radial migra-

tion (Figures 6B and 6C) and promoted accumulation of

multipolar neurons at the expense of bipolar ones (Figure 6D).

The effect was less pronounced with individual sponge electro-

poration. Live imaging was performed on cultured brain slices

from E14 embryos electroporated with the sponges and further

harvested at E16. Again, combining both sponge vectors

impaired multipolar-bipolar neuronal conversion in the upper

SVZ/lower IZ (Figure 6E) and increased the morphological insta-

bility of bipolar neurons locomoting in the upper IZ (Figure 6F).

The migration defects observed after coelectroporation of

both conditional sponges were comparable to those measured

after genetic invalidation of Dicer in postmitotic neurons (Fig-

ures 3B and 3C). The neutralisation of endogenous miR-22

and miR-124 with the sponges resulted in accumulation of

CoREST mRNAs, as compared to control (Figure S6B). Impor-

tantly, concurent inhibition of CoREST and expression of

sponges rescued radial migration defects (Figures S6C and

S6D), further supporting the critical role played by miR-22 and

miR-124 to control CoREST expression during radial migration.

Optochemical control of miRNA inhibition has recently been

achieved in cell culture with ultraviolet (UV)-light-activated

antagomiRs (Connelly et al., 2012). We further exploited opto-

pharmacological tools to induce spatial and temporal changes

of endogenous miR-22 and miR-124 activity and to further

analyze the migration of projection neurons by time-lapse imag-

ing (Figure 6G). For this purpose, cortical projection neurons

from E14 embryos were coelectroporated in utero with NeuroD:

GFP and caged antagomiRs that neutralize miR-22 and miR-

124 after UV activation (Figure S5D). Electroporated brains

were sliced 2 days later and GFP areas were subjected to UV

illumination. Real-time imaging was performed 24 hr later and

showed that light-activated antagomiRs reduced bipolar con-

version (Figure 6I) and impaired bipolar stability (Figure 6J) of

neurons navigating in the IZ, hence supporting the migration

defects observed after acute slice electroporations with corre-

sponding nonactivating antagomiRs (Figures 5J and 5K). Alto-

gether, these results demonstrate that endogenous miR-22

and miR-124 are both required for radial migration by regulating

the dynamic morphological remodeling of projection neurons.

Our results also suggest that the migration phenotype resulting

from the conditional removal of Dicer in postmitotic neurons
Figure 5. MiR-22 and miR-124 Promote Radial Migration of Projection

(A–H) Combination of microarray and in situ hybridization reveals miRNA candid

miRNAs predicted to target CoREST in the developing cortex between E12-E18 (A

(B). Relative expression level of miR-22 (C), miR-124 (D), and miR-185 (E) in extra

Dicerlox/lox neurons at E14. Luciferase assay in HEK293 cells with vectors coding f

the luciferase gene (F) and miRNA expression vectors (as indicated) (G). Luciferas

CoREST WT or its miR-22/miR-124 targeting dead mutant (30 UTR CoREST 23

(I–M) Acute electroporation of NeuroD:GFP or NeuroDCre-GFP with antagomiR

Technical procedure followed to express antagomiRs or miRNA mimics in Dice

percentage of NMRI or Dicerlox/lox neurons coelectroported with NeuroD:GFP or

reached the cortical plate (bins 9 and 10 on K and M) 3 days after electroporatio

See also Figure S4.
mostly arise as a consequence of the lack of miR-22 and

miR-124 maturation.

Accumulation of CoREST in Dicer Knockout Neurons
Impedes Neuron Polarization and Migration through
Transcriptional Inhibition of Doublecortin
The neuronal polarization and migration defects described

above are reminiscent of those observed after acute knockdown

of Dcx in cortical projection neurons (Ramos et al., 2006). Dcx is

aMAP expressed by immature cortical projection neurons (Glee-

son et al., 1999), which controls neuronal polarization andmigra-

tion during development (Bai et al., 2003; LoTurco and Bai,

2006). Most importantly, Dcx has previously been described as

a target of REST (Mandel et al., 2011). We observed a partial

overlap between of Dcx and CoREST localization, but the spatial

distribution of their higher expression level was inversly corre-

lated in the cortical wall of E16 embryos (Figure 7A). A this

stage, CoREST accumulated mostly in deep layers of the CP,

where neurons settle into specific layers (Figures 4C and 7A).

Chromatin-immunoprecipitation assays (ChIPs) performed on

cortical extracts from E17 WT embryos confirmed the enrich-

ment of REST at Dcx RE1 sites (Mandel et al., 2011) and demon-

strated the specific recruitment of CoREST at these sites

(Figure 7B). Because CoREST was detected in excess in Dicer

KO projection neurons (Figure 4A), we hypothesized that its

accumulation could impair Dcx transcription, hence leading to

polarization and migration defects. To test this hypothesis, we

assessed Dcx expression by qRT-PCR on E17 Dicer CKO post-

mitotic neurons (see also Figure S5B), and we detected a

reduced amount of Dcx transcripts in Dicer CKO, as compared

to the control (Figure 7C). In addition, the conditional removal

of Dicer resulted in reduction of histone marks associated with

active transcription (H3K9ac and H3K4m) in the Dcx promoter

(Figures 7C and 7D). Taken together, these results suggest

that the conditional loss of Dicer expression contributes to accu-

mulation of CoREST, which further strengthensDcx repression in

postmitotic neurons.

The proper distribution and function of the kinesin-3 motor

Kif1a requires Dcx (Liu et al., 2012). The analysis of the dis-

tribution of this Dcx downstream molecular readout in newborn

projection neurons after conditional removal of Dicer or in

utero expression of miR-22 and miR-124 sponge plasmids re-

vealed an abnormal perinuclear accumulation of Kif1a at the

expense of neurites (data not shown), thus further supporting a

specific reduction of Dcx expression in targeted projection

neurons.
Neurons by Targeting CoREST

ates acting upstream CoREST. Heatmap showing the relative expression of

). In situ hybridization performed on coronal section from wild-type E16 brains

cts from E17 FACS-isolated NeuroD:GFP or NeuroD:Cre-GFP electroporated

or the 30 UTR of CoREST with or without MRE mutation (as indicated) following

e assay on E17 microdissected cortice after in utero electroporation of 30 UTR
MUT) 3 days earlier (H).

or miRNA mimics in cortical slices from E14 NMRI or Dicerlox/lox embryos.

rlox/lox brain slices (I). Histograms and corresponding immunolabelings of the

NeuroDCre-GFP and antagomiRs (J and K) or miRNAs mimics (L and M) that

n in E14 brain slices. Scale bars, 100 mm in (K) and (M).
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Immunolabelings performed on brain sections from E17

Dicerlox/lox embryos electroporated with NeuroD:Cre-GFP

showed reduced Dcx staining in electroporated neurons as

compared to control (NeuroD:GFP-expressing neurons; Figures

7E and 7F). Accordingly, Dcx messengers were less abundant in

FACS-purified NeuroD:Cre-GFP neurons, as compared to con-

trols (Figure 7G). Such reduction was abolished by coelectropo-

rating NeuroD:Cre-GFP plasmids and shRNA vectors targeting

CoREST (Figures 7H and S3J). We next assessed whether Dcx

conditional gain of function (GOF) would rescue cell polarity

and migration defects after Dicer removal. For this purpose,

we performed in utero electroporation of NeuroD:GFP or

NeuroD:Cre-GFP together with a vector driving Dcx expression

in neurons (NeuroD:Dcx). We further performed time-lapse re-

cordings on cultured brain slices from E16 Dicerlox/lox embryos

that had been electroporated 2 days earlier to follow the dynamic

conversion of GFP-positive neuron polarity in the IZ. Although

Dcx GOF tends to increase the rate of multipolar to bipolar con-

version (Figure 7I), it fully rescued the rate of bipolar persistency

(Figure 7J) aswell asmigration velocity (Figure 7K), by preventing

migration pauses in projection neurons that lack Dicer expres-

sion (Figure 7L). In addition to normalizing the dynamic polariza-

tion, Dcx rescued the final positioning of neurons in the cortex of

P2 Dicerlox/lox animals electroporated at E14 (Figures 7M and

7N). Expression of miRNA sponge vectors that specifically target

the endogenous miR-22 and miR-124 reduced expression of

Dcx in projection neurons in vivo, as compared to control (Fig-

ure S6A). Importantly, increasing Dcx expression in postmitotic

neurons thanks to electroporation of NeuroD:Dcx-GFP plasmids

reverted the migration defects induced by the expression of

SPGmiR-22+124 vectors in these neurons (Figures S6E and

S6F). Altogether, our results highlight an epigenetic mechanism

that controls the polarization and migration of postmitotic pro-

jection neurons through miR-22 and miR-124- targeting of

CoREST, which fine-tunes Dcx expression, a protein that con-

tributes to the remodeling of the MT cytoskeleton in neurons

(Figure 7O).

DISCUSSION

A tight regulation of projection neuron migration is fundamental

for the establishment of functional connectivity in the developing

neocortex. Accumulating knowledge on the cellular and molec-
Figure 6. Conditional Knockdown of miR-22 and miR-124 Impairs Neu
(A–F) MicroRNA sponges for miR-22 and miR-124 impair polarization and migr

promoter and containing six microRNA bulged binding sites (bulged MBS) fo

respectively) (A). Immunolabelings showing distributions of electroporated neuron

NMRI embryos electroporated at E14. Nuclei are counterstained with Hoechst 333

mouse embryos (C). Percentage of cortical neurons electroporatedwith NeuroD-d

embryos electroporated at E14 (D). Histograms of the percentage of cortical n

multipolar to bipolar conversion (E) or that maintained a stable bipolar morpholo

(G and H) Photochemical activation of nucleobase-caged antagomiRs in postmi

caged-antagomiRs bind to endogenous miR-22 or miR-124 and block their fun

cortical neurons electroporated with caged antagomiRs followed by UV-light ac

embryos electroporated at E14 (H).

(I and J) Histogram showing the percentage of neuron with UV-light activated (blu

conversion (I) or that maintained a stable bipolar morphology during migration (J

CP, cortical plate; IZ, intermediate zone; SVZ, subventricular zone. Scale bar, 10
ular regulation of cortical neuron migration has been acquired

over the last decade (Heng et al., 2010). Although several genes

and molecular pathways have been associated with neuronal

migration in physiological or pathological conditions, the epige-

netic control of this process remains poorly investigated. By

combining microarrays with cell biology, we discovered that

miR-22 and miR-124 are enriched in the cortical wall where

they target CoREST to fine-tune expression of Dcx, thereby pro-

moting migration to appropriate layer in the cortical plate. The

present work highlights an epigenetic mechanism required

during corticogenesis to dynamically regulate the polarity of

migrating projection neurons.

MicroRNAs Act as Key Regulators of Radial Migration in
the Developing Cortex
Accumulated work supports a critical role for miRNAs in

signaling pathways that control most steps of corticogenesis

(Clovis et al., 2012; Davis et al., 2008; De Pietri Tonelli et al.,

2008; Gaughwin et al., 2011; Kawase-Koga et al., 2009, 2010;

McLoughlin et al., 2012; Nowakowski et al., 2011; Shibata

et al., 2008, 2011). However, there is currently no evidence for

a direct contribution of these molecules to radial migration.

Indeed, modulating miRNA expression in cortical progenitors

affects survival, specification, and cell-cycle regulation that

further disturbes radial migration (Volvert et al., 2012). In order

to circumvent this issue, we conditionally removed Dicer in post-

mitotic neurons by using either NEXCre/+; Dicerlox/lox transgenic

mice or in utero electroportation of Dicerlox/lox embryos with

NeuroD:Cre-expressing vectors. Conditional removal of Dicer

was combined with global gene expression profiling and miRNA

expression pattern analysis, which identified miRNAs and the

corresponding target gene involved in radial migration regula-

tion. Surprisingly, we did not detect any variation of Foxp2

expression in the cohort of electroporated projection neurons

(Figure S3D) whose targeting by miRNAs has recently been

associated with neuronal migration in the developing cortex

(Clovis et al., 2012). This discrepancy may reflect distinct tech-

nical and conceptual approaches. Indeed, Clovis and collabora-

tors performed in utero electroporation of Foxp2 30 UTR and

showed its endogenous targeting using luciferase assays. In

addition, the coding sequence of Foxp2 was expressed in

cortical progenitors to mimic its lack of endogenous repres-

sion by miRNAs. Although this procedure impaired neuronal
ronal Polarization and Migration in the Developing Cerebral Cortex
ation of projection neurons. Design of microRNA sponges driven by NeuroD

r miR-22, miR-124, or control (SPGmiR-22, SPGmiR-124, and SPG-SCR,

s (green) with various NeuroD-driven microRNA sponges (as illustrated) in E17

42 (blue) (B). Corresponding neuronal scattering throughout the cortical wall of

rivenmicroRNA sponges that show different morphologies in E16 NMRImouse

eurons electroporated with NeuroD-driven microRNA sponges that undergo

gy during migration (F) in 1 day cultured slices from corresponding brains.

totic neurons migrating in cultured brain slices. UV light-activated (blue arrow)

ction in cortical neurons, leading to CoREST upregulation (G). Percentage of

tivation on brain slices that show different morphologies in E16 NMRI mouse

e arrow) caged-antagomiRs electroporated that undergo multipolar to bipolar

) in 1 day cultured slices from corresponding brains.

0 mm in (B). See also Figure S5.
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migration, it did not formaly demonstrate that repression of

endogenous Foxp2 occurs in vivo in postmitotic projection neu-

rons to promote their migration.

MicroRNAs Fine-Tune the CoREST/Doublecortin
Pathway to Control Neuronal Polarization and Radial
Migration
CoREST was the only gene from our short list of regulators of

neuronal polarization whose expression was upregulated in

Dicer-depleted projection neurons. CoREST is a partner of the

histone demethylase LSD1 in migrating projection neurons

(Fuentes et al., 2012) and a component of repressor complexes

that includes either REST in cortical progenitors or MeCP2 in

differentiating projection neurons (Ballas et al., 2005). We

showed that the conditional removal of Dicer in postmitotic pro-

jection neurons led to the upregulation of both CoREST and

MeCP2, but not REST (Figures S3A and S3I). This correlates

with reduction of transcriptional marks on Dcx as well as down-

regulation of its expression in cortical neurons depleted for Dicer

(Figures 7C and 7D). The reduced expression of Dcx could partly

account for the migration phenotype observed in Dicer-depleted

neurons because this protein is a MAP that promote neuronal

migration (Bai et al., 2003; Kappeler et al., 2006; Koizumi et al.,

2006; Ramos et al., 2006) and whose loss of activity results in

laminar heterotopia and lissencephaly in humans (des Portes

et al., 1998; Gleeson et al., 1998; Sossey-Alaoui et al., 1998).

Coelectroporation of NeuroD:Cre-GFP and shCoREST-encod-

ing vectors in Dicerlox/lox embryos restored control levels of

Dcx mRNAs (Figure 7H), supporting the existence of a direct

regulation of Dcx by CoREST in projection neurons. Indeed,

Dcx has previously been reported as a direct target of REST in

cortical progenitors (Mandel et al., 2011) but not in postmitotic

cortical neuron where it is released from neuronal gene chro-

matin (Ballas et al., 2005). This is inconsistent with our ChIP re-

sults that demonstrate a significant recruitment of both REST

and CoREST to Dcx in postmitotic neurons (Figure 7B), suggest-

ing that the transcriptional repressor complex composed by

REST, CoREST, and likely MeCP2 (Figure S3I) targets Dcx in

postmitotic neurons. Along this line, we demonstrated a reduc-

tion of Dcx expression after the conditional removal of Dicer in
Figure 7. Accumulation of CoREST in Dicer Knockout Neurons Imp

Inhibition of Doublecortin

(A–D) CoREST controls the transcription of Dcx in migrating projection neurons. Im

are enlargement of corresponding white-boxed areas (A). Chromatin immunop

showing enrichement of REST and CoREST at Dcx RE1 sites (B). Quantification

indicated (C). ChIP showing the percentage of H3K9ac or H3K4me signal at Dc

extracts from E17 Dicerlox/lox; NexCre/+ as compared to Dicer lox/lox; Nex+/+ (cont

cations detected in controls (D).

(E and F) Immunolabelings of Dcx (red) in NeuroD:GFP or NeuroD:Cre-GFP (gre

(arrow) or light (arrowhead) Dcx staining.

(G and H) Relative expression level of Dcxmessengers in FACS-purified NeuroD:G

with vectors coding for shSCR or shCoREST (H).

(I–N) Percentage of cells undergoing multipolar-bipolar conversion during 10 hr

maintenance (J), migration velocity (K), average pause number (L) of neurons elect

sections from P2 Dicerlox/lox brains electroporated at E14 (GFP, green) with co

scattering analysis (M).

(O) Summary scheme illustrating how Dicer and mature miRNAs control the pol

cerebral cortex.

CP, cortical plate; IZ, intermediate zone; VZ/SVZ, ventricular/subventricular zone
postmitotic neurons. This result contrasts with previous studies

showing accumulation of Dcx in cortical neurons after genetic

invalidation of Dicer in the developing cerebral cortex (Gaughwin

et al., 2011; McLoughlin et al., 2012). This apparent discrepancy

likely arises from the early genetic invalidation of Dicer in cortical

progenitors followed by their premature differentiation into pro-

jection neurons. At the functional level, lack of Dicer disrupted

radial migration at distinct steps, including multipolar-bipolar

cell transition in the IZ and bipolar stability during locomotion.

This phenotype was rescued after targeting CoREST or express-

ing Dcx in Dicer-depleted neurons. Although we cannot exclude

the fine-tuning of additional targets by other miRNAs during the

migration of projection neurons, the regulation of CoREST

expression by miR-124 and miR-22 is a critical step for proper

polarization of projection neurons during their migration in the

developing cerebral cortex.

Spatial Regulation of CoREST Expression throughout
the Migration Path of Projection Neurons
The expression of CoREST in the developing cortical wall results

from the interplay between transcriptional and translational

mechanisms, the latest including miR-22 and miR-124 (Figures

5J and 5K). Interestingly, miR-22 is expressed at intermediate

levels throughout the cortical wall, whereas miR-124 accumu-

lates mostly in the CP. These miRNAs only exhibit partial overlap

in the CP where they likely cooperate to promote a tight regula-

tion of CoREST expression and, hence, Dcx in order to stabilize

the bipolar morphology of locomoting neurons. The molecular

regulation of Dcx transcription also requires transcriptional acti-

vators expressed in the cortical wall (Piens et al., 2010). The

dynamic expression of Dcx is controlled by activators and re-

pressors, the latter including the REST/CoREST complex, which

is targeted by miR-22 and miR-124. It is noteworthy that expres-

sion of CoREST is developmentaly regulated. It reaches a peak

at E14 and then slowly decreases (Figure 4B) as its targeting

miRNAs accumulate (Figures 5A and 4B). However, CoREST

accumulates in the nucleus of Ctip2-expressing neurons (born

before our electroporations) that halt migration to differentiate

in deep layers of the cortex. This is surprising according to

high expression of miR-124 detected in deep-layer neurons
edes Neuron Polarization and Migration through Transcriptional

munolabeling of CoREST (red) and Dcx (green) on an E16 brain section. Insets

recipitation (ChIP) assay performed on cortical extracts from E17 embryos

of Dcx mRNAs by qRT-PCR on E17 embryo cortical extracts, genotypes as

x promoter sequences (�1.000 or TATA box) or RE1 site detected on cortical

rol embryos). The red dotted line is the level of corresponding histone modifi-

en) electroporated Dicerlox/lox neurons. GFP-positive neurons harbor intense

FP or NeuroD:Cre-GFP from E17 Dicerlox/lox neurons (G) electroporated at E14

recording in E16 slices cultured 1 day (I), percentage of bipolar morphology

roporated at E14with combination of vectors, as indicated. Immunolabelings of

mbination of plasmids, as indicated on the figure (N) were used for cortical

arization and migration of projection neurons during the establishment of the

s. Scale bars, 100 mm in (A) and (N) and 5 mm in (F). See also Figure S6.
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where a molecular mechanism must allow coexpression of this

miRNA with CoREST. The recent discovery of endogenous

miR sponges in the brain, also named RNA circles, adds a new

layer of regulation that should be further investigated in this

specific context (Hansen et al., 2013; Memczak et al., 2013).

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

MicroRNA Sponges

Cluster sponge elements were generated by annealing multiple oligonucleo-

tides to obtain a sequence containing six copies of specific microRNA binding

site (MBS) for miR-22, miR-124, and cel-miR-267 (control). Each sequences

included mismatches at positions 10–12 to improve stability after miRNA

binding: acagttcttCCGtggcagctt (for miR-22 binding site) and tggcattca

GAAgtgccttaa (for miR-124 binding site), and cagtacttttGAAgagtaca (for cel-

miR-267) with bulged sequence underlined (cel-miR-267). These sequences

were inserted into the pCMX-Myc-IRES2EGFP (gift from X. Morin, ENS, Paris,

France) digested with XhoI and SalI. These constructions allow sponge

expression under pCAGGS promoter and were used to validate sponge

construct by luciferase assay. Then sponges were further subcloned into

pNeuroD-IRES-GFP for in vivo experiments. PITA (http://genie.weizmann.ac.

il/pubs/mir07/mir07_prediction.html) and RNAHybrid (http://bibiserv.techfak.

uni-bielefeld.de/rnahybrid/) were used to optimize the sequence of sponges.

Algorithms predict the effectiveness of the designed binding site of the

sponges by calculating free energy gained by binding to the miRNA and

providing information on all other miRNAs that can potentially bind to the

sponge sequence. This information was used to minimize off target miRNA

binding.

Antisens Oligonucleotides, AntagomiRs

AntagomiRs (Integrated DNA technologies, Leuven, Belgium) sequences were

mA*mA*mC*mA*mG*mU*mU*mC*mU*mU*mC*mA*mA*mC*mU*mG*mG*mC*

mA*mG*mC*mU*mU (antagomiR-22); mA*mG*mG*mC*mA*mU*mU*mC*mA*

mC*mC*mG*mC*mG*mU*mG*mC*mC*mU*mU*mA (antagomiR-124); mA*mU*

mC*mA*mG*mG*mA*mA*mC*mU*mG*mC*mC*mU*mU*mU *mC*mU*mC*mU*

mC*mC*mA (antagomiR-185); mA* mC*mA*mG*mU*mA*mC*mU*mU*mU*

mU*mG*mU*mG*mU*mA*mG*mU*mA*mC*mA*mA (antagomiR-SCR was

used as a control and targets the nonmammalian cel-miR-239). Asterisks indi-

cate phosphorothioate bond, m indicates a 20O-Me modified nucleotides.

Light-activated 3U-caged antagomiR-22, antagomiR-124, and antagomiR-

21 (for control) were synthetized by the Deiters laborator, as previously

described (Connelly et al., 2012). A nucleobase-caged antagomiRs has no

effect on miRNA-mediated gene silencing, until it is activated through UV-

induced photochemical removal of the caging groups. Activated antagomiRs

bind their corresponding endogenous miRNAs and block gene silencing func-

tion. The photocaged nucleotides 20O-Me (6-nitropiperonyloxymethyl)-caged

uridine, are underlined in antagomiR sequences (see above).

In Vivo Light Activation of AntagomiRs

pNeuroD-IRES-GFP and caged-antagomiR-22, -124, and -21 (used as a nega-

tive control) were in utero electroporated in E14 NMRI mice. Brains from E16

electroporated embryos were embedded in 3% agarose and sectioned

(300 mm) with a vibratome (VT1000S, Leica). Four hours after electroporation,

slices were irradiated for 1 min with a mercury lamp (Nikon C-LHGFI

Intensilight) and a DAPI filter cube for excitation (Nikon A1 Eclipse Ti micro-

scope, 403 objective, half power of the lamp). Brain slices were cultured up

to 24 hr in semidry conditions (Millicell inserts, Merck Millipore), in a humidified

incubator at 37�C in a 5% CO2 atmosphere in wells containing Neurobasal

medium supplemented with 1% B27, 1% N2, and 1% penicillin/streptomycin

(Gibco, Life Technologies).

Cell Counting and Statistics

Cortical wall areas were identified on frozen cryostat sections according to

cell density, nuclear orientation (nuclei staining with Hoescht 33342), and

cell identity (immunoreactivity for ßIII-tubulin) after immunostainings, as

previously described (Nguyen et al., 2006). For each sample, magnified fields
14 Cell Reports 7, 1–16, May 22, 2014 ª2014 The Authors
(203 and 403) were acquired on three adjacent sections with a confocal

microscope to reach a cellular level of analysis. For migration experiments,

1,000–3,000 cells were counted in each brain, and three to seven brains

were analyzed for each experimental condition. The cortical wall thickness

was measured on Hoechst-stained sections. Statistics for dual comparisons

were generated using unpaired two-tailed Student’s t tests unless specified,

whereas statistics for multiple comparisons were generated using one- or

two-way ANOVA followed by appropriate post hoc test (GraphPad Prism soft-

ware, version 5); *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 for all statistics herein (see

also Table S1).
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